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Design Process

Strategy – Work the problem, what is the need, understanding of the 
end users, clients, technology featured, pre-existing work in house 
and the competition, other reference material

Scope – Final delivery objective 
and to market date, number of 
use cases and primary use 
cases, teams and shareholders 
involved, deliverables needed, 
budget

Sketch – Drawings, white boarding, 
wireframing primary use cases

Skeleton – Make the design holistic, 
information architecture, flow diagrams, 
mockup prototypes

Surface – Align with visual style guide, hifi
mockups and prototype

My design process is iterative and holistic, working the problem 
through each step though knowing each are influenced by one 
another. Validation is central to the process, continually 
returning to it in order to have a solid design.

Validation – In house critiques, 
standards of success, user 
research, usability testing



Smart Device Services 
Predictive Analytics and 

Predicted Part Failure

Problem: How would you take advanced 
abstract features from a 2 year concept 
phase and bring them to market? 

Solution: 2 year vision design and 
reference designs to sell the market 
ready integratable features.
MFP big x web app tools that plug in these features to offer 
advanced monitoring and part replacement capabilities.



I led a small design team – a visual 
designer and a user experience 
designer/usability tester – to 
explore and deliver hifi reference 
design mockups for predictive task 
based features which would be 
seamlessly integrate into third 
party mps client web applications. 
The partners would skin their ui
over the predictive code, we just 
needed to provide a reference 
designs to sell the concept of both 
the current state and a vision of it 
2 years out.

The delivery included many 
interative and exploratory 
mockups and prototypes for the 
action task cards that were a 
highlight of the advanced features 
throughout the concept design.

HP Smart Device Services Scope: Reference designs to visualize the Predictive Analytics and Part Failure Prediction SDS features 

Role: Design Team Lead  |  Interaction Designer  |  Prototyper Tools: Axure  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop



This device page shows the device 
info followed and highlighted by 
any predicted device part failures 
on the action task cards.

The action tasks cards show the 
failing part, devices IP Address 
linked, ESW page linked, failure 
percent certainty with predicted 
number of days remaining until 
failure, and a dropdown list of 
actions with the suggested action 
preselected. These actions are a 
mixture of on site repair, remote 
actions, information links, and 
event message actions.

HP Smart Device Services

Role: Design Team Lead  |  Interaction Designer  |  Prototyper Tools: Axure  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop



This is an example reference 
design for creating a new service 
ticket for a predicted part failure. 
Some of the vision designs are 
shown in this highly automated 
design – integrated scheduling 
and recommended technicians 
with their planned routes. 

HP Smart Device Services

Role: Design Team Lead  |  Interaction Designer  |  Prototyper Tools: Axure  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop



HP Roam
Problem: How does printing change 
when your 40 hour work week isn’t all in 
one place? 
How do you print outside your daily office? How often are you 
near a printer and don’t know it? How do you find a printer 
when you are out of your daily office?

Solution: A revolutionary cross-platform 
printing solution for the work anywhere 
print everywhere generation. 
Android and iOS, PC, Online browser, and Printer Device 
Applications with multiple user accounts and roles.



The UX team started small, Just a UX Project 
Lead leading the overall project and myself 
designing the wireframes and use case flows. 
The project was fast paced with rapid 
development to deliver a demo app to show 
case on location at a conference in only 2 
months. 

Following the demo two things happened 1) -
A new strategy formed, lead by our design 
team, HP Roam would be the lead printing 
app and first place people would go to print 
from any device – a unified experience across 
device platforms - and it would also be the 
Uber for printing allowing anyone to offer 
their printer – creating an extensive 
community of public printers and 2) – All 
design and development teams quickly 
jumped onboard growing from 20 people to 
nearly 200 in under a month.

The mobile Android and iOS apps needed a 
very simplistic design presenting the user 
with their selected printer and print queue. 
New beacon (GPS) technology was being 
integrated into the printer discovery flow that 
was helping to drive the project. Focused 
printer selection on the nearest Bluetooth 
enabled printer with notifications set to the 
users mobile device. The user could print to 
any printer available on the HP Roam 
network including home, work, hotel, and 
other public building locations. 

HP Roam

HP Roam Mobile design hi-fi mockups

I helped lead interaction and initial visual design across contracted design and development teams. I created and 
delivered information architecture, lo-fi and hi-fi mockups, use case flows, and prototypes. 

Role: Lead Interaction Designer  |  Prototyper Tools: Axure  |  InDesign  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop



Using a mobile first design approach 
was of great benefit when shifting 
the teams work focus to the 
Windows 10 app, keeping the design 
patterns consistent and slim. 

However, after further review of 
Windows 10 OS and Applications 
patterns as well as the additional 
screen real estate, development 
requirements, and additional 
features, the design literally 
expanded. An expandable/collapsible 
window provided a fitting pattern for 
jumping from slim to thick design 
and introduced additional informative 
and network printer discovery 
features over the limitations of the 
mobile app. This would also lay a 
foundation for a tablet app and the 
admin web app.

HP Roam

Role: Lead Interaction Designer  |  Interaction Designer  |  Prototyper Tools: Axure  |  InDesign  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop

HP Roam Windows 10 design hi-fi mockups



Originally the OXPd app, print 
device app, was going to be more 
consistent with the mobile app, 
however due to device 
performance and display hardware 
limitations we had to modify and 
constrict the design further. In 
doing so the app became more 
consistent with the printer UI 
design and other OXPd apps. One 
feature that needed to included 
was the ability for the user to use 
their employee badge to signin. 
Once signed in they could print 
docs that were sent to their 
account. 

HP Roam

Role: Lead Interaction Designer  |  Interaction Designer  |  Prototyper Tools: Axure  |  InDesign  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop

Continued

HP Roam Windows 10 design hi-fi mockups



Pelco VideoXpert
Problem: How would you redesign a 
state of the art and scalable large 
installation video surveillance system? 
The system hasn’t seen a major design over-haul in a decade. 
It needs to support up to 10,000 cameras and the design 
deliverables are due in 7 months.

Solution: The best in class , award 
winning, most customizable, and 
scalable video surveillance system 
available. 
Windows OS app, App plug-ins, Web Admin app, Web 
Accessible Cameras and Hardware, PC Peripherals, PC 6 
Monitor Workstations, and Android App

Windows App design hi-fi mockups



Dream big! That was the strategy for 
the first month of work at Pelco. 
Design and deliver rapidly were was 
the strategy for the following six 
months.

The Pelco video surveillance system 
hadn’t received a complete overhaul 
for 10 years prior to this and never to 
this level of features, customization, 
and optimization. Meant for large 
installations of 500+ cameras this 
system would expand to cover 10,000 
cameras, hundreds of employee 
desktop stations – like this one, and 
servers. A system like this did exist 
anywhere that we knew of. 

To start we took the design 
requirements apart, like in most 
processes I’ve taken part in, scoping 
the high level use cases, and doing as 
much user research as we could in a 
short time. This led me to working on 
the peripherals

Pelco VideoXpert

Role: User Experience Designer Tools: Axure  |  InDesign  |  Illustrator  |  Photoshop

Windows App design hi-fi mockups

At Pelco, I was a part of a small 6 man UX Design team, nearly all under a year of working there. We worked closely in 
an open studio, reviewed our work with each other every week, often pulling in one another for their advice outside of 
our meetings, with weekly critiques. In other words I was apart of all aspects of design for this system.



Pelco VideoXpert

Role: User Experience Designer Tools: Axure

Peripheral Settings and 
Interactions

Designing for all of the peripherals – keyboard shortcuts, 
joystick and jog shuttle, mouse, and monitor setup and 
management – was very rewarding to take ownership over 
all physical interactions of the design. Additionally working 
with all of the pieces and covering all of the use cases 
associated afforded me a great amount of knowledge about 
design. 

The joystick and jog shuttle were particularly challenging to 
get perfected to meet the requirements for features, 
interactions, visual design, and cost. Ultimately it came down 
to using a pre-existing unit and mapping the interactions. 



Device Management Software

Pelco’s device software and firmware management system 
presented the challenge of offering features for system 
admin to manage and update the diverse number of system 
hardware, software, and firmware. It was important to allow 
the user to schedule both single time and routine updates for 
system hardware including cameras to prevent failures in 
their system performance. 

This was entirely new to Pelco and due to implementation 
and delivery deadlines I was required to deliver four phases 
of implementation for future development iterations. 

Pelco VideoXpert

Role: User Experience Designer Tools: Axure



PTZ Patterns and Tours

The PTZ patterns and tours features existed in 
what Pelco already offered however were getting 
greatly expanded in their capabilities, automation, 
AI, and visual design. These features enabled a 
user to set a camera motion and let it repeat 
without any users attention. 

Pelco VideoXpert

Role: User Experience Designer Tools: Axure



GARMIN EDGE 810 AND 510

Problem: How would you redesign the 
top of line professional series biking 
computers? 
Design for two devices simultaneously sharing the same UI, 
most features. 

Solution: The best in class biking 
computers, offering lots of data, live 
tracking, and smart phone syncing 
features highly desired for professional 
cyclists.



GARMIN EDGE 810 AND 510
The Garmin Edge 810 and 510 
premium connected touch screen 
biking computers were designed 
simultaneously with the objective to 
design the top of the line biking 
computer, and a sibling biking 
computer that was slightly smaller 
for more intermediate bikers. 

Beyond this challenge, was the 
introduction of having two different 
profile sets, one for the type of bike 
and one for the type of ride, and how 
best to present this to the user. There 
were a number of additional features 
that were new to Garmin’s biking 
computer line such as; the ability to 
connect to a smart phone for live 
tracking and weather updates. 

Role: User Experience Designer Tools: Illustrator  |  Photoshop

Garmin Edge 810 hi-fi mockups – use case for starting a saved course



THANK YOU
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